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Background: The formation of superheavy nuclei in fusion reactions is suppressed by a competing quasifission
process. The competition between the formation of the compound nucleus and the quasifission depends strongly
on the reaction entrance channel.
Purpose: The investigation of fission and quasifission processes in the formation of Z = 120 superheavy
composite systems in the 52,54Cr + 248Cm and 68Zn + 232Th reactions, and their comparison with the 64Ni + 238U
reaction at energies in the vicinity of the Coulomb barrier.
Methods: Mass-energy distributions of fissionlike fragments formed in the reactions 52,54Cr + 248Cm and
68Zn + 232Th at energies near the Coulomb barrier were measured using the double-arm time-of-flight spec-
trometer CORSET.
Results: Capture cross sections for the reactions under investigation were measured. The most probable fragment
masses and total kinetic energies as well as their variances in dependence on the interaction energy were studied
for asymmetric and symmetric fragments. The fusion probabilities were estimated from the analysis of mass-
energy distributions.
Conclusions: The estimated fusion probability drops down by a factor of 103 in the 54Cr + 248Cm reaction
compared to the reactions of 48Ca ions with actinides. Among the studied reactions, the 54Cr + 248Cm is the most
favorable one for the production of the superheavy element with Z = 120.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.102.044605

I. INTRODUCTION

The extension of the upper part of the nuclide chart is one
of the major goals of modern superheavy element physics.
The heaviest element known today is Oganesson (294Og) with
Z = 118. Nuclei of the element were produced in the com-
plete fusion reaction of 48Ca ions with 249Cf [1]. According
to theoretical predictions, the “island of stability” is expected
near the neutron shell at N = 184 and proton shells at Z =
114 or Z = 120−126 [2,3]. The proton closed shell number
has not yet been established unequivocally since theoretical
models give different predictions and strongly depend on the
choice of the parameters for nucleon-nucleon interactions in
the nucleus. The available experimental data have not yet
allowed defining these numbers. Therefore, the production

of superheavy elements with Z > 118 and the investigation
of their properties is of particular interest in studying the
island of stability. Unfortunately, superheavy nuclei (SHN)
formed in 48Ca-induced reactions cannot reach the predicted
neutron closed shell with N = 184 due to the lack of seven
to nine neutrons. To go beyond Z = 118, projectiles heavier
than 48Ca must be applied because necessary target materials
are lacking. However, at the transition to the heavier pro-
jectiles, an increase in the Coulomb repulsion between the
interacting nuclei gives rise to quasifission (QF) and deep
inelastic processes, which strongly suppress the formation of
the compound nucleus (CN).

QF [4–7] and deep inelastic collisions (DICs) [8] are
considered binary multinucleon transfer reactions with a full
momentum transfer in which the composite system separates
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TABLE I. The entrance channel properties for the reactions leading to the formation of the Z = 120 superheavy composite system. Z1Z2

is the Coulomb factor, xeff is the effective fissility parameter [19], xm is the mean fissility parameter [20], and α0 = (At –Ap)/(At + Ap) is the
entrance channel mass asymmetry.

Reaction System Z1Z2 xeff xm α0 Reference

50Ti + 249Cf 299120 2156 0.788 0.845 0.666 [24]
52Cr + 248Cm 300120 2304 0.830 0.877 0.653 This paper
54Cr + 248Cm 302120 2304 0.820 0.868 0.642 This paper, [24]
58Fe + 242Pu 300120 2444 0.849 0.890 0.616 [14]
64Ni + 238U 302120 2576 0.866 0.903 0.576 [14,24]
68Zn + 232Th 300120 2700 0.891 0.922 0.547 This paper
95Rb + 209Bi 304120 3071 0.922 0.944 0.375 [25]

after the capture in two main fragments without forming a
CN and characterized by sufficient energy dissipation and
mass transfer. There is no clear separation between QF and
DICs processes. Typically, the angular distributions of DICs
are mainly focused near the grazing angles of collisions, DIC
evolution time being a few zeptoseconds. Mass distributions
are peaked around the projectile and target nuclei masses, and
the yield of fragments with masses heavier or lighter than
interacting nuclei decreases exponentially. QF is characterized
by smoother angular distributions, and its evolution time can
extend up to tens of zeptoseconds. As a rule, shell effects have
a significant impact on the yield of QF fragments, leading
to the asymmetric mass distributions with heavy fragment
peak near the mass A = 208 (Z = 82 and/or N = 126) for
heavy-ion reactions leading to the formation of superheavy
systems.

Current theoretical calculations used to describe the evo-
lution of low-energy nucleus-nucleus collisions with strong
channel coupling leading to CN formation, DIC, and QF
[9–13] show that QF can be of two types. The first type of QF
(the so-called asymmetric QF) associated with fast reaction
times (a few zeptoseconds) is characterized by asymmetric
angular distributions in the center-of-mass (c.m.) system and
a wide double-hump mass distribution with mass asymmetry
≈ 0.4. The second type of QF (the so-called symmetric QF)
is a rather slow process, comparable with CN fission, leading
to the formation of symmetric fragments and characterized by
symmetric angular distributions. Since both CN fission and
symmetric QF have similar mass and angular distributions,
drawing a clear distinction between the two processes is ex-
tremely difficult. Nevertheless, it is only CN fission that passes
through a true saddle point. Therefore, the difference in shape
evolution and energy dissipation for CN fission and symmetric
QF may lead to different total kinetic energy (TKE) distribu-
tions for the processes.

The evaluation of the CN fission contribution to all fission-
like fragments based on the analysis of the TKE distribution of
symmetric fragments formed in heavy-ion-induced reactions
was applied in Refs. [14–18]. This approach allows the exper-
imental estimation of the upper limit of the fusion probability
PCN.

SHN with Z = 120 and N = 180–182 may be produced
in complete fusion reactions of 50Ti, 54Cr, 58Fe, 64Ni, and
68Zn ions with actinide target nuclei. The reaction entrance
channel properties are presented in Table I. Larger reaction

parameters, such as the Coulomb factor Z1Z2, effective [19],
and mean fissilities [20] as compared to those of the Ca-
induced reactions are expected to significantly increase the
contribution of QF to the capture cross section for the reac-
tions. Attempts to synthesize superheavy element with Z =
120 using the 58Fe beam in Dubna [21] and the 64Ni beam
in Darmstadt [22] were unsuccessful. Beams of 50Ti and 54Cr
are considered to be an alternative option. In an attempt to
produce the element at GSI [23] in the 54Cr + 248Cm reaction,
a possibility of assigning the observed decay sequence to the
isotope of element 120 was discussed. However, the results
could not be confirmed by the existing experimental data. The
experimentally defined PCN can contribute to understanding
the underlying reaction mechanisms. The 50Ti + 249−251Cf re-
action is supposed to have the highest fusion probability, but
the production of an intense Ti beam, unlike Cr beams, in-
volves a fair number of difficulties due to the physicochemical
properties of Ti.

In this paper, the mass and energy distributions of binary
fragments formed in the 52,54Cr + 248Cm and 68Zn + 232Th
reactions leading to the composite system with Z = 120 at
energies near the Coulomb barrier were measured and com-
pared with those of the 64Ni + 238U reaction [14]. The analysis
aimed at estimating the fusion probability at the transition
from the reactions with Cr ions to the 64Ni- and 68Zn-induced
reactions. In addition, a possibility of producing the CN with
Z = 120 and N = 184 in the fusion reaction of radioactive Rb
beams and the 209Bi target is discussed.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were performed using the U400 cyclotron
at the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions (FLNR),
Dubna, Russia, and K-130 cyclotron at the Physics De-
partment of the Jyväskylä University, Finland. At FLNR a
200-μg/cm2 248Cm target deposited as oxides onto a 1.3-μm
titanium backing was irradiated with the 290- and 304-MeV
52Cr and 296-MeV 54Cr beams. In Jyväskylä, the reac-
tions 64Ni + 238U and 68Zn + 232Th were investigated. The
355-MeV 68Zn beam bombarded a thorium target prepared
by evaporating 232ThF4 (250 μg/cm2) on 35-μg/cm2 car-
bon backing. The details of measurements for the reaction
64Ni + 238U were described in Ref. [14]. In experiments, the
target backings faced the beam. The energy resolution was
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FIG. 1. The mass and energy distributions of binary fragments formed in the reactions 52,54Cr + 248Cm, 64Ni + 238U, and 68Zn + 232Th
leading to the formation of composite systems with Z = 120 at energies near the Coulomb barrier. Top panels: M-TKE matrices of binary
reaction products. Bottom panels: mass distributions of fissionlike fragments inside the polygons in M-TKE matrices.

about 1%. Beam intensities on targets were 1 to 2 pnA. The
enrichment of the targets was 99.99%.

The binary reaction products were measured in co-
incidence by the double-arm time-of-flight spectrometer
CORSET [26]. Each arm of the spectrometer consists of a
compact start detector and a position-sensitive stop detector
based on microchannel plates. The angular acceptance of the
spectrometer in the reaction plane was ±14°. In the exper-
iments, the main attention was paid to the measurement of
symmetric fragments formed in the complete fusion reactions.
According to the kinematics of the symmetric reaction frag-
ments, the spectrometer arms were, thus, positioned at the
symmetrical angles corresponding to 90° in the center-of-
mass system. The position resolution of the stop detectors was
0.3°, and the time resolution was about 150 ps. The mass and
energy resolutions of the CORSET setup were deduced from
the full width at half maximum of the mass and energy spectra
of elastic particles, respectively. The mass and TKE resolution
of the spectrometer under these conditions was ±2 u and
±10 MeV, respectively.

Data processing assumed standard two-body kinematics
[15]. Primary masses, velocities, energies, and angles of re-
action products in the center-of-mass system were calculated
from the measured velocities and angles using the momentum
and mass conservation laws, assuming that the mass of the
composite system is equal to Mtarget + Mprojectile. Corrections
for fragment energy losses in the target material and the foils
of detectors were taken into account. The extraction of the
binary reaction channels exhibiting full momentum transfer
was based on the analysis of the kinematical diagram (see
Refs. [15,27] for details).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The mass-total kinetic energy (M-TKE) distributions of
primary binary fragments obtained in the 52,54Cr + 248Cm,
64Ni + 238U, and 68Zn + 232Th reactions at energies close to

the Coulomb barrier are shown in Fig. 1. All the reactions lead
to the formation of composite systems with Z = 120. In the
M-TKE distributions, the reaction products with masses close
to those of the projectile and target having energies around
Ec.m. were associated with elastic and quasielastic events and
could be separated well enough from other reaction channels.
The measurements were performed at correlation angles lower
than the grazing angle; therefore, the contribution of DIC
events to the experimental M-TKE distributions is insignif-
icant. Fissionlike products located between the quasielastic
peaks within the polygons in the M-TKE distributions (see
Fig. 1) are characterized by large mass transfer and energy
dissipation and can originate either from CN-fission or QF
processes. The mass distributions of these events (inside the
polygons of the M-TKE distributions) are presented in the
bottom panels of Fig. 1.

The mass-energy distributions for the reactions with 52,54Cr
are similar to those of the reactions of 48Ca with actinide
target nuclei [16]. The pronounced asymmetric QF compo-
nent with heavy fragments in the vicinity of the double magic
lead is clearly observed. The mass distributions for the 64Ni-
and 68Zn-induced reactions are also asymmetric, the most
probable heavy QF fragments mass being 210–212 u for
64Ni + 238U. However, the QF peaks are notably narrower as
compared to those of the 52,54Cr + 248Cm reactions. For the
68Zn-induced reaction, QF overlaps with quasielastic events
even stronger, and the heavy QF fragments peak is shifted
towards more asymmetric masses. The drift of asymmetric
QF toward mass symmetry (�A) estimated as a difference
between the projectile mass and a more symmetric mass at
half-maximum yield of QF (AHM) decreases from 58 u for the
reaction with 54Cr, 54 u for 52Cr, 38 u for 64Ni to 29 u for the
68Zn-induced reaction.

The analysis of experimental mass and angular distribution
of fissionlike fragments formed in the reactions with 238U
ions showed [4] that the mass drift toward symmetry exhib-
ited the properties of an overdamped motion with a universal
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FIG. 2. The estimated time for asymmetric QF processes for the
studied reactions (solid circles) in comparison with those obtained
for the reactions of 48Ca and 48Ti ions with actinide nuclei (open
circles) as a function of the mean fissility parameter. The dashed lines
guide the eye.

time constant independent of scattering system and bombard-
ing energy. We estimated the mean reaction time for the
asymmetric QF process from the mass drifts for the studied
systems using the relation between the mass drift and mean
reaction time proposed in Ref. [4],

�A

�Amax
= AHM − Ap

1
2 (At − Ap)

= 1 − exp [−(t − t0)/τ ],

where Ap and At are the projectile and target masses,
τ = (5.3 ± 1) zs is the time constant common to all sys-
tems, t0 ≈ 1 zs is a time delay before mass drift sets in.
Figure 2 shows the comparison of the estimated asymmetric
QF times for the reactions under consideration and those for
the reactions of 48Ca [16] and 48Ti [18] ions with actinide tar-
get nuclei at energies near the Coulomb barrier in dependence
on mean fissility parameter. The mean fissility parameter xm =
0.25xCN + 0.75xeff has been recently proposed in Ref. [20] as
a possible criterion for identifying the reaction mechanism.
It is defined as a linear combination between the fissility
parameter of the compound nucleus xCN, reflecting the ratio
of the competing repulsive Coulomb and attractive nuclear
forces, and the effective fissility parameter xeff , which takes
account of the effect of the entrance channel mass and charge
asymmetry.

It is clearly seen from Fig. 2 that the reaction time for
asymmetric QF process barely changes in the 48Ca-, 48Ti-,
and 52,54Cr-induced reactions and is about 5–7 zs. However, it
decreases at the transition to the reactions with 64Ni and 68Zn
ions and amounts to 4 and 3 zs, respectively. The decrease
in the reaction time for such systems is due to the strong
Coulomb repulsion between interacting nuclei, which leads
to the rather quick decay of the formed dinuclear system. It
is to be noted that the values are in good agreement, although
slightly exceed those obtained from the measured mass and
angular distributions of the reaction fragments in Ref. [24]. In

FIG. 3. The capture cross section (solid circles) for the reac-
tions 52,54Cr + 248Cm, 64Ni + 238U [14], and 68Zn + 232Th at energies
Ec. m./EBass = 1.00–1.02 in comparison with capture cross section
(open circles) for the reactions of 26Mg, 36S, 48Ca, and 48Ti with
actinide nuclei [15–17] and 48Ca + 208Pb [29] as a function of the
effective fissility parameter. The dashed lines guide the eye.

our study, the fragments with fast decay times were cut out due
to the angular arrangement of the spectrometer arms, whereas
a wider angular coverage of the setup used in Ref. [24] al-
lowed the measurement of reaction fragments with shorter
contact times. However, the formation of long-lived dinu-
clear systems does not necessarily indicate the formation of
a CN. For instance, signatures for the formation of long-
lived dinuclear systems were observed in the 64Ni + 207Pb,
132Xe + 208Pb, and 238U + 238U reactions measured at the ve-
locity filter SHIP at the GSI and VAMOS spectrometer at
GANIL [28], but the formation of CN was not expected for
these systems.

Experimentally, the capture cross section is defined as a
sum of the QF, CN fission, and evaporation residue cross
sections. The absolute differential cross sections for all fis-
sionlike events observed in the reactions 52,54Cr + 248Cm and
68Zn + 232Th were measured at the angle ϑc. m. ≈ 90◦ and at
energies near the Coulomb barrier. As mentioned previously,
these angles are favorable for the registration of reaction
fragments originated from CN-fission process. Since the an-
gular coverage of the spectrometer is about 30°, the capture
cross sections σcapture for all fissionlike events were esti-
mated assuming that the angular distribution is proportional
to 1/sinϑc.m..

In Fig. 3, the measured capture cross sections as a function
of the effective fissility parameter xeff are shown together with
the data obtained for the reactions 48Ca + 208Pb [29] and the
reactions of 26Mg, 36S, 48Ca, 48Ti [15–17] with actinide nuclei
at interaction energies near the Coulomb barrier. For xeff <

0.75, the capture cross sections hardly change at all. For xeff

larger than 0.75, the capture cross sections decrease exponen-
tially with increasing effective fissility parameter. In this case,
the main reaction channel is a few-nucleon transfer process.
For example, for the 64Ni + 238U reaction at the energy 13%
above the barrier, the capture cross section is lower than the
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FIG. 4. Excitation energy of primary fragments formed in the
52,54Cr + 248Cm, 64Ni + 238U, and 68Zn + 232Th reactions at energies
near the Coulomb barrier as a function of mass. The solid lines
correspond to the estimated excitation energy of the fragments where
�n = � f and separate the reaction fragments into the domains of
deexcitation by neutron emission and fission, respectively (see the
text for an explanation).

total transfer cross section measured in Ref. [30] by a factor of
5.5. In the case of the 68Zn + 232Th reaction, the capture cross
section decreases by about one order of magnitude compared
to the cross sections for the reactions with xeff < 0.75.

From the measured mass-energy distributions of the reac-
tion fragments of the studied nuclear systems, the available
excitation energy of both fragments expressed by E∗

f =
Ec.m. − TKE + Qgg was estimated under the assumption that
the excitation was divided between two primary fragments in
proportion to their masses [31]. The distributions of obtained
excitation energy for each fragment are shown in Fig. 4. The
solid lines correspond to the case where the fission width � f

and the neutron width �n are equal [32]. The influence of the
fragment spin on the fission barrier was neglected. The condi-
tion �n = � f in relation to the excitation energy of the formed
fragments reflects the boundary between the regimes of de-
excitation of the formed excited primary reaction fragments
by neutron emission and fission. For fisssionlike fragments

with excitation energies higher than critical excitation (solid
lines in Fig. 4), the sequential fission of heavy fragments is
expected. As clearly seen in Fig. 4, the bulk of heavy frag-
ments formed in the reactions with 52,54Cr ions have excitation
energies higher than the estimated critical excitation. Since
in the double velocities measurement method both fragments
have to be detected in coincidence, and, therefore, the events
will be lost in the case of deexcitation of fragments via fission,
the sequential fission of heavy fragments due to their relatively
high excitation energy may result in the decrement of the
capture cross section.

But in the case of the reactions with 64Ni and, particularly,
68Zn ions the excitation of most fissionlike fragments is lower
than the critical value, thus, the both reaction fragments are
expected to survive during the deexcitation process. There-
fore, DIC is a dominant channel for these reactions and most
fissionlike fragments are focused near the angles of graz-
ing collisions, so they were not detected in experiments due
to the angular acceptance of the CORSET spectrometer. It
is to be noted that according to the calculations within the
macroscopic-microscopic model of Swiatecki [33], the Z1Z2

threshold value for the appearance of QF is 1600 and for
Z1Z2 � 2600 the main reaction mechanism is DIC. Conse-
quently, we may expect a decrease in the QF contribution to
the capture cross section for the reactions with 64Ni (Z1Z2 =
2576) and particularly with 68Zn (Z1Z2 = 2700) ions.

Since the formation of symmetric fragments is a rather
slow process even in the case of QF, a decrease in the
dinuclear system lifetime results in the reduction of their pro-
duction cross section. To form these fragments, a composite
system should exist more than 10−20 s [4,5], which is long
enough for the formation of a compound nucleus. As a first
step in evaluating the CN-fission cross section, the contri-
bution of fragments with masses ACN/2 ± 20 u can be taken
into consideration. For the systems with Z = 108–114, the
CN-fission fragments mass distributions can have a symmetric
Gaussian shape with the standard deviation of about 20 u (as
in the case of Hs [15]) as predicted by the liquid drop model,
or an asymmetric shape caused by the influence of the closed
shells with Z = 50 and N = 82 as in the case of fission of ac-
tinides [34]. In both cases, the width of the mass distributions
of the CN-fission fragments does not exceed 40 u. Therefore,
the choice of the mass range of ACN/2 ± 20 u is reasonable.

Figure 5 shows the contributions of symmetric frag-
ments to the capture cross section for the 52,54Cr + 248Cm,
64Ni + 238U reactions, and their dependence on interaction
energy. In the case of the 68Zn + 232Th reaction, no symmetric
fragments were observed within the mass range of ACN/2 ±
20 u. The yield of symmetric fragments formed in the reaction
48Ca + 238U leading to the formation of a composite system
with Z = 112 is shown for comparison since this reaction was
comprehensively studied in Refs. [4,16,35]. As can clearly be
seen from Fig. 5, the contribution of symmetric fragments in
the case of the 48Ca + 238U reaction monotonically increases
with increasing interaction energy, whereas the growth is very
slow in the case of the 52Cr + 248Cm and 64Ni + 238U reac-
tions.

Figure 6 shows the contributions of symmetric fragments
to the capture cross section as a function of the mean
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FIG. 5. Contributions of the symmetric fragments to the capture
cross sections as a function of energy above the barrier for the
studied systems in comparison with the reactions 48Ca + 238U, 244Pu,
48Ti + 238U, and 52Cr + 232Th [18].

fissility parameter xm for the 52,54Cr + 248Cm, 64Ni + 238U,
48Ca + 238U, 48Ca + 244Pu, 48Ti + 238U, 52Cr + 232Th, and
86Kr + 198Pt reactions [18] at energies near the Coulomb bar-
rier. It should be noted that in the case of the 48Ti + 238U,
52Cr + 232Th, and 86Kr + 198Pt reactions with Z1Z2 > 2000
[18] the yield of symmetric fragments grows slowly with in-
creasing interaction energy as in the case of the 52Cr + 248Cm
and 64Ni + 238U reactions, whereas in the case of reactions
with Z1Z2 < 2000 the contribution of symmetric fragments is
similar to that of the 48Ca + 238U reaction. As can be seen
from Fig. 6, the yield of symmetric fragments decreases with

FIG. 6. Contributions of symmetric fragments to the capture
cross section for the studied systems (solid circles) as a function
of the mean fissility parameter for the reactions 52,54Cr + 248Cm
and 64Ni + 238U [14] at Ec. m./EBass = 1.00–1.02 in comparison with
the 48Ca + 238U, 244Pu, 48Ti + 238U, 52Cr + 232Th, and 86Kr + 198Pt
reactions (open circles) [18]. The dashed line guides the eye.

FIG. 7. TKE distributions of fragments with masses ACN/2 ±
20 u for the reactions 54Cr + 248Cm (bottom panel) and 64Ni + 238U
(top panel) leading to the formation of the same composite system
Z = 120 at energies above the Coulomb barrier. The filled region
corresponds to the TKE distribution for CN fission for 54Cr + 248Cm.
The dashed and dashed-dotted curves are associated with asymmetric
and symmetric QF, respectively.

increasing xm at energies near the Coulomb barrier. This may
indicate a significant increase in the asymmetric QF process
for the reactions with Z1Z2 > 2000.

However, the symmetric fragments may be formed not
only in CN-fission process, but also in slow nonequilibrium
processes, such as symmetric or asymmetric QF or even DIC
[36]. As mentioned above, the difference in descent to scission
in CN fission and QF may affect the total kinetic energy
of fragments. Therefore, the TKE distributions could give
additional information on reaction dynamics. The analysis of
a large set of experimental data on the fission process showed
that the most probable TKE increased linearly with increasing
CN fissility parameter Z2/A1/3 and could be well described by
the Viola systematics [37]. The variance of TKE for the CN-
fission process also increased and could be estimated using
the systematics of Itkis and Rusanov [38].

The TKE distributions of symmetric fragments with
masses ACN/2 ± 20 u for the 54Cr + 248Cm and 64Ni + 238U
reactions are shown in Fig. 7. It is clearly seen that the TKE
distributions differ markedly demonstrating a nearly Gaussian
shape in the case of the 54Cr + 248Cm reaction and a two-
humped shape for 64Ni + 238U. In contrast to the 48Ca + 238U
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reaction [14,16,17] where the most probable TKE was close
to the value of the Viola systematics (as expected for the CN
fission), the maxima of TKE distributions for the
54Cr + 248Cm and 64Ni + 238U reactions are shifted towards
lower energies.

We assume that the mass-symmetric fragments may be
formed by three different modes: CN fission, symmetric QF,
and a tail of the asymmetric QF process. Similar to modal
fission caused by the valley structure of the potential sur-
face of a fissile nucleus where each mode has its specific
mass and energy distribution [34,39–42], we may expect dif-
ferent TKE distributions for asymmetric and symmetric QF
processes.

To evaluate the contribution of the CN-fission process in
the symmetric mass region, the TKE distributions were de-
composed as a sum of three Gaussians. One of them was
associated with the CN-fission process (filled region in Fig. 7).
We fixed the mean value and variance of this component
to the values obtained from the systematics presented in
Refs. [37,38], respectively. The low-energy component in
Fig. 7 is attributed to asymmetric QF, whereas the high-energy
one is connected with symmetric QF. Higher TKE for sym-
metric QF as compared to CN fission may be caused by the
stronger influence of the closed shells at Z = 50 and N = 82
on the QF process [43], whereas for asymmetric QF, which is
driven by the lead double magic shell, lower TKE is expected
due to the lower Z1Z2 factor. In the fitting procedure, we also
fixed the variance of the asymmetric QF component equal to
the variance of TKE for the maximum yield of asymmetric
QF.

PCN is defined as the probability for CN formation from
the configuration of two nuclei in contact. The cross section
of the evaporation residues for SHN is negligibly small com-
pared to the CN-fission cross section for these reactions. Thus,
we can estimate the fusion probability using the measured
mass-energy distributions as the ratio between the number
of events attributed to CN fission within the scope of the
present analysis and all fissionlike fragments. The estimated
fusion probabilities for the studied reactions are shown in
Fig. 8. Since no symmetric fragments were observed in the
68Zn + 232Th reaction, only the upper limit for PCN could be
obtained. Note that the target nuclei are well deformed in all
the studied reactions. The dependence of fusion probability
on the mean fissility parameter for hot fusion reactions with
strongly deformed targets deduced from the analysis of mass-
energy distributions in Ref. [17] is also shown in Fig. 8. The
PCN for the studied systems was obtained as a ratio between
the yield of CN fission and the contact cross section, which
is close to the geometrical one at above-barrier collision ener-
gies. Normalization to the contact cross section rather than
the capture cross section allows one to avoid inaccuracies
in the experimental capture cross section caused by the dif-
ferentiation of fissionlike fragments from elastic/quasielastic
events in mass-energy distributions of binary reaction frag-
ments. Moreover, the procedure helps avoiding possible errors
in integration of angular distributions for these fragments.
The deduced PCN values for the reactions 54Cr + 248Cm and
68Zn + 232Th are in good agreement with the description of
PCN using the equation from Ref. [17].

FIG. 8. Fusion probability for the 54Cr + 248Cm and
68Zn + 232Th reactions in comparison with fusion probabilities
in hot fusion (with strongly deformed target nuclei) reactions [17]
at energies above the Coulomb barrier as a function of the mean
fissility parameter of the reaction. The circles denote the calculated
fusion probabilities for cold fusion reactions [44].

Thus, based on the analysis of mass-energy distributions
of symmetric reaction fragments, we estimated the fusion
probabilities at energies above the Coulomb barrier: about
10−3 for 54Cr + 248Cm, 10−4 for 64Ni + 238U, and lower than
10−5 for 68Zn + 232Th. Note that in the case of the involving
48Ca ions and actinide nuclei, the fusion probabilities deduced
with the same approach in Ref. [16] were about 10−1. The
excitation energies of CN formed in the fusion reactions of
Ti, Cr, and Ni ions with actinide target nuclei are about
30–40 MeV at the Coulomb barrier energy that give a chance
to observe 3n and 4n evaporation residue channels similar to
the 48Ca-induced reaction. Consequently, under the assump-
tion of similar fission barriers for these SHN, the production
cross section of SHN with Z = 120 using the 54Cr + 248Cm
reaction is expected to be of about a few femtobarns. In
the case of the 64Ni + 238U and 68Zn + 232Th reactions, the
production cross sections are lower by one and two orders of
magnitude, respectively.

Unfortunately, reactions with stable projectiles do not pro-
vide enough neutrons to reach the predicted neutron shell at
N = 184 due to the bending of the stability line toward the
neutron axis. After deexcitation (by evaporation of three to
four neutrons), the number of neutrons in SHN formed in the
studied reactions would be less than N = 184. However, SHN
with Z = 120 and N = 184 may be formed in complete fu-
sion reactions with neutron-rich radioactive ion beams (RIBs).
The choice of the collision system is constrained by highly
restricted suitable neutron-rich RIBs with sufficient intensity.
To date RIBs with required energies (around 5 MeV/nucleon)
are so far available at CERN’s new HIE-ISOLDE facility.
The highest beam intensities have been attained for heavy
alkali metals and noble gases. Very neutron-rich 95Rb beams
hitting 209Bi targets can be used to form SHN with Z = 120
and N = 184 [25]. In the case of complete fusion, the CN
around N = 184 would be produced with excitation energies
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E∗ < 5 MeV at the Coulomb barrier. This excitation energy
is half as low as that needed for the evaporation of one neu-
tron and substantially lower than the predicted fission barrier
Bf � 7 MeV. The CN would then be so cold as to make it
impossible for neutrons to be evaporated.

For the exotic 95Rb beam, one can expect 106–107 particles
on the target. These intensities are still too low for observ-
ing fusion evaporation residues from this reaction. We can,
therefore, expect only indirect information on the possible
enhanced stability in the area Z = 120, N = 184 in the near
and midterm future. We think that studying QF and CN-fission
processes in the Rb + Bi compound systems might be a viable
pathway. From a physics point of view, 95Rb + 209Bi is not
an optimum combination because it is a “cold fusion system”
with a relatively high entrance channel Coulomb barrier (Ta-
ble I). According to the calculations of fusion probabilities
for cold fusion reactions based on the analysis of evapora-
tion residue cross sections by Zagrebaev and Greiner [44]
(dotted line in Fig. 8), we can expect the fusion probability
for this reaction of about 10−11. However, these predictions
were made for stable beams and SHN located far from the
neutron shell at N = 184 (neutron deficit is more than 15
neutrons). Moreover, the 95Rb nucleus is expected to have a
neutron skin similar to 48Ca nucleus (rn − rp ≈ 0.2 fm) [45].
The neutron skin changes the balance between the nuclear
and the Coulomb forces in the entrance channel and may
lead to an increase in the fusion probability. Note that the
heaviest SHN were produced in reactions with neutron-rich
48Ca ions, and the study of QF and CN-fission processes
in the 40,44,48Ca + 204,208Pb reactions [46] revealed a strong
evidence of QF in the 40Ca + 208Pb reaction, whereas the
smallest contribution of QF was found in the case of the
48Ca + 208Pb reaction, despite reaction partners being doubly
magic for both systems. This effect may be caused by the
neutron skin of 48Ca ions. Thus, taking into account the shell
structure of the formed CN and the potential neutron skin
of 95Rb, the fusion probability is expected to be higher than
predicted for the cold fusion reactions. An experiment aimed
at investigating fissionlike fragments formed in the reaction
95Rb + 209Bi could provide information on the formation of
both the long-lived dinuclear composite system formed prior
to the statistical equilibrium and a low-excited CN, if formed.

IV. SUMMARY

To investigate the fusion probability in the reactions of
52,54Cr and 68Zn ions with actinide nuclei leading to the
formation of the composite systems with Z = 120, the mass
and energy distributions of binary fragments formed in the
52,54Cr + 248Cm and 68Zn + 232Th reactions were studied at
energies around the Coulomb barrier and compared with the
64Ni + 238U reaction investigated previously. The measure-
ments were performed in Dubna and in Jyväskylä using the
double-arm time-of-flight spectrometer CORSET.

In the case of the reactions with Cr ions the properties of
asymmetric QF fragments are similar to those of the reactions

with 48Ca ions with average reaction time of about 5–7 zs.
Moreover, shorter reaction times of about 3 to 4 zs were
observed in the case of Ni and Zn ions. From the comparison
of mass and energy distributions and capture cross sections,
it was found that the contribution of QF fragments formed in
long-lived composite systems decreases sharply at the transi-
tion from systems with Z1Z2 ≈ 2300 (Cr ions) to those with
Z1Z2 > 2500 (Ni and particularly Zn ions). The main reaction
channels are shown to be a few-nucleon transfer and DIC.

However, the properties of symmetric fragments change
significantly at the transition from 48Ca ions to 52,54Cr ions.
In the case of 64Ni- and 68Zn-induced reactions, these changes
are drastic. The contribution of symmetric fragments to all
fissionlike events is similar to the 48Ti + 238U reaction leading
to the formation of the composite system with Z = 114. At
energies above the barrier, the contribution does not undergo
changes with increasing interaction energy and is about 5 to
6% for the reactions with 52Cr ions, contrary to the reactions
involving actinide nuclei and 48Ca ions where the contribution
of symmetric fragments increases monotonically. This may
indicate a significant increase in the QF process at the transi-
tion from Ca to Ti and Cr ions. Thus, for the nuclear systems
with Z1Z2 > 2000, the quasifission is a dominant process even
in the formation of symmetric fragments.

The fusion probabilities for the reactions 52,54Cr + 248Cm
and 68Zn + 232Th were estimated on the basis of the analysis
of mass and TKE distributions. The obtained fusion prob-
abilities are in good agreement with the fusion probability
dependence on the mean fissility parameter found for the
reactions of well-deformed nuclei with 36S, 48Ca, 48Ti, and
64Ni ions. The fusion probability is found to drop by ap-
proximately three orders of magnitude at the transition from
48Ca + 238U to the 54Cr + 248Cm reaction and by more than a
factor of 105 to the 68Zn + 232Th reaction at energies above
the Coulomb barrier. Based on the obtained fusion probability
for the 54Cr + 248Cm reaction, the production cross section of
SHN with Z = 120 is expected to be about a few femtobarns.
In the case of the 64Ni + 238U and 68Zn + 232Th reactions the
production cross sections are one and two orders of magnitude
lower, respectively.
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